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IntertextualityThis paper investigates the use and functions of lexical cohesion within and across modes as well as levels
of interaction on a YouTube channel, arguing that lexical cohesion contributes to coherence by establish-
ing links between the video, the comments and sources elsewhere on the internet in a cross-modal and
intertextual manner. The analysis focuses on one video and its comments section, investigating the use of
cohesion in maintaining coherence and unity across a lengthy YouTube interaction initiated by the video
and continued in the comments. Cohesive ties are examined with regard to their functions in the process
of meaning-making in this mediated and multimodal context. The results reveal that the use of cohesive
ties is extensive within and across modes and levels of interaction. Chains of cohesion are created within
the comments, with cross-modal links to the video. Despite the complex multimodality of YouTube and
the fragmentation of the comments as many participants post short comments one after another, the
YouTube interaction is shown to be coherent.
 2021 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
While the use of cohesion has been analysed in other, more text-
based forms of digital discourse (e.g. in weblogs by Hoffmann 2012
and in mailing-list discourse by (Tanskanen, 2006), studies of
cohesion on YouTube have been scarce. The few existing studies
include Bou-Franch et al. (2012), Liebschner (2021) and Schubert
(2017). With its combination of a video and a discussion made up
of comments posted by users who have viewed the video, YouTube
interaction lends itself well to an analysis of cohesion from multi-
modal and cross-modal perspectives, as the interaction takes place
on different levels in any modal form (Benson 2016; Schmidt &
Marx 2019). Cohesion is sensitive to context, i.e. its use varies
according to the parameters of the communicative context, and
investigating cohesion in the context of a YouTube channel can
shed light on how it works across different modes and levels of
interaction, and how it helps maintain coherence and unity in this
specific context.
This paper investigates the use and functions of lexical cohesion
within and across modes on a YouTube channel, arguing that
lexical cohesion contributes to coherence by establishing links
between the video and the comments as well as between the
comments in a cross-modal and intertextual manner. Cohesive ties
are therefore not analysed as purely linguistic features but areexamined with regard to their functions in the process of
meaning-making in this mediated and multimodal context (Van
Leeuwen 2005). Furthermore, the paper answers the call by
Androutsopoulos and Tereick (2015) to investigate the use of cohe-
sion in maintaining coherence and unity across a lengthy YouTube
interaction.
The YouTube channel analysed is The Hydraulic Press Channel,
which publishes videos of various objects being crushed in a
hydraulic press, with a commentary by the YouTuber, Lauri Vuo-
hensilta. One video with comments posted by viewers was selected
for close analysis. In Adami’s (2014: 240; 2015: 235) words, the
video is ‘‘a prompt” to which viewers react with their comments
(see also Johansson 2017). It is therefore not surprising that cohe-
sive ties should exist between the video and the individual com-
ments; at the same time, however, links are created between the
comments. A particular challenge in the study of YouTube cohesion
and coherence is the fact that the structure as well as the partici-
pation framework of a YouTube discussion can appear fragmented,
as many participants post short contributions one after another
(Boyd 2014; Dynel 2014; Marcoccia 2004). The analysis shows
how ties formed by lexical cohesion help offset the fragmentation
and create a coherent discussion. The research questions set for the
analysis are the following:
How does lexical cohesion contribute to the unity and coher-
ence of a YouTube channel?
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within and across the separate but interrelated levels of interac-
tion of a YouTube channel, i.e. the video clip and the comments;
and how do the devices operate across the entire lengthy
interaction?
I begin the paper by first briefly reviewing previous research on
the social media platform selected for the present study, i.e. You-
Tube, and continue with a discussion on lexical cohesion in both
offline and online contexts. In section 3, I introduce the material
and methods used for the analysis. I then discuss, in section 4,
the results of the analysis, which throw light on how lexical cohe-
sion creates coherence in the multimodal context of a YouTube
channel. Conclusions are offered in section 5.2. Background
2.1. YouTube
YouTube is an online video-sharing platform launched in 2005.
It allows its users to upload, view, share and comment on videos.
Users can subscribe to the channels of other users and receive noti-
fications of new video uploads, the number of subscriptions being
the main indication of popularity. The combination of user-
generated videos and the viewers’ discussion of them through their
comments creates a multimodal context: the video is audio-visual
and the comments are text-based. Furthermore, the multimodal
layers of YouTube encompass social media operators, commercials,
and suggestions for further YouTube videos (Johansson 2017;
Schmidt & Marx 2019: 117). In Benson’s words, on its launch ‘‘You-
Tube represented a high point of multimodality in web-based
computer-mediated communication that is, arguably, yet to be
surpassed” (Benson 2016: Ch. 3).
Previous linguistic studies on YouTube have examined, for
instance, how YouTubers construct their identities and engage in
identity play (Senft 2008; Leppänen & Häkkinen 2012). The content
of YouTube comments has been the subject of research as well. For
instance, Jones and Schieffelin (2009) draw attention to the redun-
dancy of YouTube comments: in their material, similar queries and
opinions recur, which leads them to conclude that commenters
tend to read only the most recent comments. Bou-Franch and
Garcés-Conejos Blitvich (2014) show how conflict in YouTube
multi-party interaction (or polylogue) evolves and is resolved,
most often by withdrawal.
The participation framework of YouTube interaction has also
been investigated (Boyd 2014; Dynel 2014; Schmidt & Marx
2019). Participation frameworks refer to the relations which par-
ticipants establish in and through their communication (Goffman
1981), and they are affected by situational and technological
parameters. According to Dynel (2014), there are three basic levels
of interaction in YouTube communication: (1) the video interac-
tion, (2) the sender-recipient interaction, and (3) the comments,
each with their own forms of interaction and participant roles.
Drawing on Dynel’s participation framework, Herring and Chae
(2021) analyse types of addressee and content of messages in three
YouTube comment threads, showing that there is an interaction
between topic and addressee type in the threads.
Finally, as for the interaction between YouTubers, Burgess and
Green (2009) note that YouTubers frequently ask for feedback of
any kind on their videos. Frobenius (2014: 70) argues that although
there is no immediate audience participation in YouTube videos
and the speakers/senders have to address imagined viewers/recip-
ients, they actively try to involve the audience. The viewers may
then respond in written form in their comments, and these
exchanges bear resemblance to face-to-face conversation (see also
Schmidt & Marx 2019: 125–126).2
2.2. Lexical cohesion
Halliday and Hasan introduced the concept of cohesion in 1976.
They use it to refer to relations of meaning that exist within a text
and that define it as a text (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 4). The defini-
tion is semantic, and like all components of the semantic system,
cohesion is realised through grammar and vocabulary. Accordingly,
cohesive devices are traditionally divided into grammatical and
lexical ones. Grammatical cohesion includes devices such as refer-
ence, substitution, ellipsis and conjunction, while lexical cohesion
includes relations between lexical items, through either reiteration
or collocation (habitual co-occurrence). In some of the more recent
models of cohesion, the strict division into grammatical and lexical
devices has been abandoned in favour of a view highlighting the
similar functions of, for instance, repetitions of pronouns and
nouns (see e.g. Hoey 1991; Tanskanen 2006; Hoffmann 2012). This
is the view adopted in the present study as well, but since not all
grammatical cohesive devices can be subsumed under lexical
cohesion on the basis of their functions in text (e.g. conjunction),
it seems appropriate to refer to ‘‘lexical cohesive devices” when
referring to the items studied here. It could be mentioned at this
point that even in those studies where the division is retained,
the number and role of lexical cohesive devices tend to be clearly
more significant than those of grammatical cohesive devices.
The view of cohesion in this paper is that while they are neither
sufficient nor necessary for the perceived coherence of discourse,
cohesive devices contribute to coherence, and communicators
can use them to signal the relatedness within and between their
contributions (Tanskanen 2006: 22–27). Previous research has
established that lexical cohesion is sensitive to context, as there
are differences in the use of lexical cohesion between texts pro-
duced in different contexts, both offline and online. Face-to-face
conversations, for instance, show high frequencies of reiteration,
while academic writing shows a relatively low frequency; colloca-
tion is especially rare in multi-party conversations (Tanskanen
2006: 166). In online contexts, mailing list discussions showed
medium to high frequencies for reiteration and high frequencies
for collocation (Tanskanen 2006: 166), whereas blog comments
showed high frequencies for both reiteration and collocation
(Hoffmann 2012: 171–172).
How cohesive devices function across different semiotic modes
in multimodal contexts has also been investigated. Building on
Halliday and Hasan’s work, Royce (2007) suggests that the sense
relations of reiteration and collocation also work intersemiotically
(i.e. in a cross-modal manner), creating links between verbal and
visual modes. The sense relations range from repetition (identical
experiental meaning represented in verbal and visual modes) to
collocation (an expectancy or high probability to co-occur)
(Royce 2007: Table 2.1). Liu and O’Halloran (2009) further develop
the framework of intersemiotic cohesive devices operating
between language and images, arguing that the devices ‘‘generate
semantic ties between linguistic and pictorial components, and
thus integrate different modalities together into a coherent pro-
duct” (Liu & O’Halloran 2009: 385).
Of the studies which have so far explored the use of cohesion on
YouTube, Schubert 2017 and Liebschner 2021 take into account
cross-modal cohesive links between the video and the comments.
In his pilot study, Schubert (2017) discusses how cohesion creates
links within and across the video, the comments and other themat-
ically related videos. Liebschner’s analysis of a Russian YouTube
channel operating in English is informed by Royce (2007) and thus
also looks at relations between verbal and visual modes. The
results show that reiteration is overwhelmingly more frequent
than collocation. Most of the cohesive links occur between com-
ments, but there are also links which connect the visual or spoken
content of the video with the comments (Liebschner 2021: 59–60).
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focus of the analysis of cohesion is on cross-turn cohesion, i.e.
cohesion between text-based comments. The analysis reveals an
overall reliance on lexical cohesion in the comments (the study
does not report the numbers for reiteration and collocation sepa-
rately). The researchers conclude that despite massive and fluid
participation, YouTubers manage to create collaborative and
coherent interaction (Bou-Franch et al. 2012: 515).
For a while, i.e. until 2013, YouTubers had the option of
responding to a video with a video, and relatedness and cohesion
between these has been studied by Adami. Interestingly, she found
that the responses can display visual repetition with the prompting
video, so that, for instance, the blinking of the eyes by the sender of
a video is repeated by the sender of a response video (Adami 2014:
244–246). All in all, the video responses studied by Adami ranged
from fully related and cohesive to incoherent and unrelated
(Adami 2014; 2015).
To conclude, a final point about cohesion in the online context.
Eisenlauer (2013) provides a taxonomy for cohesion across the dif-
ferent levels of online interaction, which he calls nodes. In his
model, intranodal cohesion operates within one node (e.g. YouTube
comments), internodal within one ‘‘hypertextual database” (e.g.
between the video and the comments on a YouTube channel)
and extranodal across ‘‘different hypertextual databases” (e.g.
between the comments and material elsewhere on the internet).
This taxonomy offers a useful additional basis for the discussion
of cohesive ties across the levels of YouTube interaction.1 I thank my research assistant Jonas Haverinen for his invaluable help with the
script.3. Material and methods
3.1. Material
The material for the present study comes from the Hydraulic
Press Channel (HPC) on YouTube, which publishes videos of various
objects being crushed in a hydraulic press. A Finnish couple run the
channel, but the language used in the videos as well as in most of
the comments is English. The videos include commentary by the
YouTuber, Lauri Vuohensilta, as well as reactions to the crushing
by his wife, Anni. The channel was created in 2015 and became
popular in 2016 after one of the videos was shared on Reddit.
The channel currently has more than 2.8 million subscribers and
well over 400 million views. The viewers actively write comments
on the videos and suggest new items to be crushed. The combina-
tion of action and commentary by the YouTuber in the videos as
well as the active commenting by viewers made the channel seem
befitting for an analysis from multimodal and cross-modal
perspectives.
According to the Wikipedia page on the channel, the YouTuber
himself thinks that the success of the channel is due to a combina-
tion of the unexpected results of the crushing and ‘‘the humour
value of everything, my accent and stupid jokes” (en.wikipedia.or
g/wiki/Hydraulic_Press_Channel). Vuohensilta comments on the
crushing in a very matter-of-fact way in his Finnish accent, which
sometimes becomes the topic in the viewers’ comments. Anni Vuo-
hensilta reacts to the action, most often with laughter. She also
makes small clay figures, which are crushed as bonus clips.
The video chosen for analysis in this paper is among the earlier
ones on the channel, published in 2016, and also among the twenty
most popular on the channel. The video shows the crushing of a
legendary Nokia mobile phone model, namely the 3310 (Fig. 1).
The video was selected because it is old enough so that a good
number of comments had accumulated, but the number of com-
ments was not overwhelming for the purposes of the analysis.
The screenshot in Fig. 1 shows the opening frame of the video,
which has so far been viewed over five million times. Of these3
viewers, 39,000 have indicated that they like the video, whereas
a thousand viewers have wanted to record their dislike. All viewers
are members of the video’s audience, regardless of whether
they actively record their like/dislike, comment on the video, or
just view it and/or the comments. Below this information is the
logo and name of the channel, together with the current number
of subscribers and a subscribe button. At the bottom of the screen-
shot, we see the number of comments (6,506 at the time of the
screenshot), which can be sorted either chronologically starting
with the newest or according to the top-comments algorithm
(which takes into account, among other factors, whether the com-
ment was posted by a subscriber and what its like/dislike ratio is).
Of all the viewers, the commenters take a more active role, as they
comment on the video, sometimes addressing the sender or other
commenters directly.
The sorting and ordering of comments determines how com-
menters see the other comments, and this is relevant especially
if we take into account the point made by Jones and Schieffelin
(2009: 1063) that commenters tend to read the most recent com-
ments only. To illustrate how different or similar the result is
depending on whether the top comments or the newest comments
are selected, Appendices D and E provide screenshots of the first
HPC Nokia 3310 comments organised according to these two sort-
ing orders. The top comments have received more replies (quite
naturally since they are all older comments), but the contents in
the top and newest comments are very similar. If they act as
prompts to new comments, it is hard to see what the differences
caused by this could be.
Collecting material from a dynamic platform such as YouTube
raises the methodological question of ‘‘freezing” the material
(Androutsopoulos & Tereick 2015: 357; Schmidt & Marx 2019:
138), and this applies to the HPC Nokia video as well. We will be
able to analyse the comments contributed up to the point of data
collection, but because the video can still be viewed and com-
mented on at any time, the number of comments is bound to be
accumulating further.
The comments were collected and ordered chronologically for
the analysis. The collecting was carried out with a web-scraping
script written in the Python programming language for this pur-
pose.1 Using the YouTube API, the script retrieved all the comments,
ordered them chronologically and separated sequences of comments
(i.e. the initiating comment and replies to it) from individual com-
ments so that it was possible to see which comments belong to
the same sequence.
The majority of the commenters follow the decision by Lauri
Vuohensilta to use English, but there are several comments in
other languages as well, which suggests an international following.
It is hardly surprising that some comments are in Finnish, although
most viewers with Finnish-sounding usernames post in English.
There are also comments in Russian, and occasional ones in Arabic,
Chinese, French and Japanese, among others. Portuguese is an
intriguing case: in 2018, i.e. two years after the publication of
the video, there is a sudden influx of comments in Portuguese.
Many of these mention the name Felipe Neto, who is an extremely
popular Brazilian YouTuber. Visiting Neto’s channel and searching
for Nokia 3310 reveals that he has embedded a part of the HPC
video into his own video and comments on it. Apparently inspired
by the video, some of his viewers decide to come and view the
original and also leave comments. Such circulation of videos and
their promotion by other YouTubers provides yet another level of
interaction in YouTube’s multimodal network. Sometimes a shared
Fig. 1. Screenshot of the beginning of the video (link to the video). Permission to include the link has been granted by Lauri Vuohensilta.
Table 1
Classification of lexical cohesive devices.
Reiteration Collocation
simple repetition (phone – phone) ordered set (today – tomorrow)
complex repetition (press (N) –
press (V))
activity-related collocation (crush –
hydraulic press)
substitution (phone – it) elaborative collocation (phone – battery)
equivalence (crush – smash)
generalisation (Nokia 3310 –
phone)
specification (phone – Sony)
co-specification (Nokia – Sony)
contrast (real – fake)
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and more people share it and talk about it.
3.2. Methods
The objective of the study is to investigate lexical cohesion in
the multimodal context of a YouTube channel. The analysis there-
fore focuses on the cohesive relations that participants create with
their lexical choices, but it also recognises cross-modal (or inter-
semiotic) links between verbal and visual modes. The classification
of lexical cohesive devices follows that of Tanskanen (2006). Lexi-
cal cohesion is divided into reiteration and collocation (Table 1):
The video commentary was transcribed, and cohesive ties
within the commentary as well as between the verbal commentary
and the visual content of the video were analysed. The comments
file was exported to AntConc (Anthony 2019) and MSExcel. The
various functions of AntConc (word list, concordance, concordance
plot and N-grams)2 were used to explore the material, while the
analytical coding was carried out in Excel. For the detailed analysis
of lexical cohesion in the comments, the decision was made to study2 A concordance line shows the target word in its context (i.e. with the words
surrounding it); a concordance plot shows the distribution of the target word in the
file in a barcode format; and an N-gram is a sequence of words.
4
the first 100 and the last 100 comments as well as 100 comments
from the middle of the discussion (i.e. 300 comments in total).
Cohesive ties in the comments, together with cross-modal ties with
the video, were analysed. Additional sequences where a comment
receives replies were analysed for their cohesion in order to find
out if cohesion in such sequences differs from cohesion in strings
of individual comments. Finally, chains of lexical cohesion were
investigated, because they (especially long chains) have been found
to be important for the overall coherence of a text (Hasan 1984;
Hoey 1991; Morris & Hirst 1991; Parsons 1991; Tanskanen 2006).
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4.1. Lexical cohesion in the video interaction
The results are presented according to the levels of interaction
on YouTube, starting with the video interaction (which is simulta-
neously the sender-recipient level, since there are no other sen-
ders). The Nokia 3310 video is 2 min 46 s long. Vuohensilta
welcomes the viewers and then proceeds to crush the phone.
Below is a full transcription of his commentary, together with
descriptions of the action in the video:
Welcome to the Hydraulic Press Channel. Today we have
legendary Nokia 3310 for our press. [places phone in press]
It’s quite tough phone but I’m quite confident that our press
can handle it. [crushing; real life and slow motion] I think that
the press wins and the phone lose. Maybe we will try one more
time for the bottom part of the phone. The back cover is some-
how glued to the bottom [of the press]. I think I just press there
one more time. [crushing] There. It was full power against Nokia
and for Nokia’s glory I must say it still looks like a phone. [takes
phone and turns it around in his hand] It’s quite thin and quite
warm, it’s heated up while pressing. Yeah, that’s all for today.
Thank you all for watching and have a nice day.3 The arrow at the beginning of the line indicates that the comment is a reply to the
previous comment, or, in the case of multiple replies, to the initiating comment of the
sequence. Comments without an arrow are individual comments.
4 The relatively high number of individual comments differentiates the HPC Nokia
3310 discussion from the discussions studied by Bou-Franch et al. (2012) and
Liebschner (2021), in which participants reply to other comments more frequently.
The comments also appear to be longer in the two previous studies, if compared with
the fairly short HPC comments. The differences between the initiating videos may
partly explain the variation in comment length. The purpose of the HPC Nokia 3310
video is mainly entertainment, whereas the two initiating videos in Bou-Franch et al’s
study deal with abortion and domestic violence, and the one in Liebschner’s study
with Russian life style. These videos encourage viewers to exchange opinions, while
the HPC video induces viewers to record their reactions.The video then continues with text asking viewers for ideas: ‘‘If
you have good ideas about stuff to crush, please write them to
comments!”. At the end of the video, there is a bonus clip of the
crushing of a clay figure, commented on by Vuohensilta:
"And for the extra present for our new viewers my wife has
made this magnificent clay fox and now we will see what does
the fox say under the press. Eeeergh [crushes the fox and pretends
to screech on its behalf]".
We never actually see Vuohensilta or his wife on this video,
only his hand as he places the phone and the clay fox under the
press (see Fig. 2). Anni’s reactions, mainly laughter, can be heard
in the background at various points. The video thus focuses the
attention of the viewer on the phone (and the clay fox), the press,
the action of crushing and the commentary.
The multimodal video interaction reveals a tight patterning of
lexical cohesion within the commentary and between the verbal
commentary and the visual content of the video. Reiteration dom-
inates: in the spoken commentary, there are simple repetitions of
phone and it as well as substitutions, e.g. phone – it, and equiva-
lence, Nokia 3310 – phone and warm – heated up. Similarly, press
is repeated several times (both simple and complex repetition
occurs, as press is used both as a noun and a verb), as is fox in
the bonus part. All the while, multimodal cohesive ties are created
between the mentions in the commentary and the actual items
seen in the video: the press, the phone, and the clay fox in the
bonus part. Fig. 3 illustrates how the mentions relating to the
phone form a chain of lexical cohesion, which is multimodally
linked with the visual.
If we consider the clip from the perspective of audience design,
we see that the YouTuber uses several features aimed at involving
the viewers. He speaks to the imagined audience, first welcoming
them to view the clip and at the end thanking them for viewing.
New viewers are addressed in the bonus clip. Like most YouTubers,
Vuohensilta also asks his viewers to add comments (Burgess &
Green 2009): he addresses them directly (you) and encourages
them to suggest ideas for items that could be crushed in future
videos. This request is delivered as written text, which shows mul-
timodal cohesive links to the commentary (crush in an equivalence
relation with press) and cross-modal links to the comments (more
precisely to the title of the level ‘comments’). Using Eisenlauer’s
(2013) terminology, the former is an instance of intranodal cohe-5
sion, linking within the video, while the latter is an example of
internodal cohesion, creating a link to another node or level in
the YouTube interaction.
4.2. Lexical cohesion in the comments
4.2.1. The cohesive profile of the comments
This section presents the results of the analysis at the level of
the comments. Out of the 300 comments studied in detail, only
38 show no lexical cohesive links; all the rest have at least one,
and many have several, as we shall see in the examples. The com-
ments lacking cohesion are mainly very short reactions to the
video (e.g. cool, haha, lol, omg, my life is a lie). Lexical cohesion in
the comments is therefore pervasive. As in the video interaction,
reiteration dominates the cohesive profile in the comments as well.
Collocation is infrequent (for occurrences, see example 4). As might
have been expected, just as in the video interaction, Nokia, phone
and press are frequently repeated:(1) João Correia: Obviously fake. The nokia activated its self
destruct mechanism to avoid damaging your press
Rekkone: FAKE NOKIA 3310.
? ɹǝʞoɾ: +Rekkone YEAH3Jordy: A real Nokia 3310 would’ve crushed that hydraulic
press. This is obviously a fake model.
ShiroiKage009: The phone got crushed? Must be a fake.The phone/Nokia and the press mentioned in (1) appear in both
the visual and verbal (spoken) modes in the video. Nokia, for
instance, thus creates a cross-modal link between the written
comments by the viewers, the spoken commentary by the YouTu-
ber and the phone seen in the video. At the level of the com-
ments, the mentions create a chain of lexical cohesion (cf.
commentary in Fig. 3). Unlike in the commentary, phone is less
frequent in the comments, as commenters more often refer to it
by the brand name. Phone has 274 hits, while Nokia has 1078,
which means that it occurs in every sixth message (Nokia is at
#5 in the word frequency list, press (N + V) at #9; see Appendix
A). Crushed is also repeated, as is fake (both will be discussed in
detail below).
What is interesting about example (1) is that although the com-
ments are very similar and clearly related at the level of cohesion,
most of them have been posted as individual comments.4 Joker’s
comment is the only reply, corroborating Rekkone’s comment. When
we remember how replies are presented on YouTube, i.e. that in
order to read replies, the viewer has to click the ‘‘view replies”
prompt (see Appendix E for examples), it is tempting to postulate
that the commenters may actually be strategically posting their
comments as individual ones to guarantee their visibility in the
string of comments. Although the related comments do not appear
as a sequence, they are still adjacent in the chronological order of
the comments.
Fig. 2. Screenshot of the video showing the phone, the (bottom part of the) press and the YouTuber’s hand.
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addressing them directly, and the viewers reciprocate, creating
exchanges resembling face-to-face conversation (Frobenius 2014:
70). You occurs 1,044 times in the comments, and about half of
them refer to the YouTuber (see example 2; only the pronoun is
highlighted in this example). As pointed out above, pronoun repe-
tition is included in the model of analysis alongside other simple
repetitions, and repetitions of you referring to the sender thus cre-
ate cross-modal and internodal links between the comments and














Fig. 3. Chain of lexical cohesion in the commentary, multimodally linked with the
visual in the video.
6
(2) Claudius Chileanus: can You crush what’s left of my soul
next? :c
OssQ: You are breaking the laws of physics here mate. Or
is that press made of 33100s?
Windows 98: Suggestion: You should have individual
thumbnails for all of your videos, it’ll make it easier to
decide what to watch and increase viewership.Interestingly, there are only two replies from the YouTuber (us-
ing the channel name as username), both towards the beginning of
the comments (for one of them, see example 4 below). Perhaps as
Vuohensilta uploads new videos, he no longer follows the com-
ments posted on older videos so closely. Regardless of the lack of
interaction from the sender at the level of comments, the viewers
keep addressing him when they post their ideas for items to crush
or offer other comments on the video or the channel.
In addition to single lexical items, cohesion is created by repe-
titions of structures or sequences of words (see Berglund 2009).
One of the frequent clusters in the material is still works, which
is at #7 in the cluster frequency list with 157 hits (see Appendix
A). Example (3) also shows reiteration relations between phone, it
and nokia as well as crushed and crush (substitution and simple
repetition), and fake is repeated:(3) Mad Dirty: I’m quite confident that phone still works.
Alex: may be crushed, but it probably still works.
Feedmeee: crush a dead mouse
Finlay Craig: a god has been killed.
Fabian Barrios: Fake :v
wild jester: Not possible! Well, I’m sure it still works,
otherwise it was a fake nokia :))Here, too, as in example (1) above, the comments have been
posted as individual ones. The relatedness created by the repeti-
tions of still works is enhanced by the references to the phone. Alex
refers to the phone introduced by Mad Dirty with the substitution
item it, which wild jester then repeats, although there are three
Sanna-Kaisa Tanskanen Discourse, Context & Media 44 (2021) 100548intervening comments between the comments. As in example (1),
all the mentions of the phone create cross-modal links to the
phone seen and talked about in the video.
All but one of the comments discussed so far have been posted
as individual comments. Regardless of this, they have been shown
to be connected by cohesive ties between them, sometimes over
intervening comments. To illustrate cohesion in a sequence of
comments, which have been posted as replies to the initiating
comment, let us consider example (4):(4) TwitchFast: I assume the liquid is from the battery?
? Sanna XO: +TwitchFast It is
? Hydraulic Press Channel: +TwitchFast This time I
took battery out of the phone before crushing. The Sony
smelled so toxic that I thought that it is maybe better to
take it out first.
? Timinimification: +TwitchFast Liquid LCD from the
screen perhaps?
? Leo: +TwitchFast I’m sorry to tell you this. . . but
that’s Nokia blood.
? Cwazywazy1240: +Hydraulic Press Channel Might
be the screen or something. Anyway, you should try
crushing potato chips, see if any oil will be squeezed out
or something.
? David Braucht: +TwitchFast That liquid will later re-
assemble itself into a new nokia. . ... . .TwitchFast’s comment is the first one to mention liquid and bat-
tery; the liquid referred to can be seen in the video towards the end
of the crushing of the Nokia. In other words, the mention of the liq-
uid creates a cross-modal tie with the video. The battery is intrigu-
ing from this perspective, because in fact it cannot be seen in the
video; the YouTuber reveals a little later that the battery has been
removed. However, because a phone and a battery are related
through their habitual co-occurrence, a cross-modal relation by
elaborative collocation is created with the first mention of the bat-
tery. Other ideas then follow for the origin of the liquid. In this
short extract, we have two short chains of cohesion operating. Liq-
uid – liquid LCD – Nokia blood – oil – liquid is the first, and the
phone-related battery – phone – Sony – screen – Nokia the second.
In addition, there is repetition of crushing. Cohesion in this
sequence (and other sequences) is undeniably tight, but the same
is true with related but individual comments, as we have seen. In
terms of lexical cohesion, then, whether comments are posted as
replies or individual comments does not appear to make a differ-
ence in this online discussion.
4.2.2. Chains of cohesion: Fake and crush
To answer the research question of how lexical cohesion oper-
ates over a lengthy YouTube interaction, we now turn our attention
to cohesive chains. Looking at examples (1) and (3), the frequently
re-occurring word fake stands out. Without a doubt, fake creates
cohesion between all the comments in example (1), and between
the two last comments in example (3). The word frequency list
in Appendix A reveals that fake is the first content word in the list,
at #4 with 1143 hits. Furthermore, there are three clusters with
fake among the 15 most frequent clusters (fake Nokia, a fake, is
fake). Such high frequency of occurrence reveals that for some rea-
son many of the commenters allude to ‘fakeness’ in their
comments.
Appendix B presents the concordance plot created by AntConc
for fake. Each vertical line in the plot represents an instance of fake
among all the words occurring in the comments. The darker the
plot, the higher the frequency of instances of fake in the string of7
comments. The plot tells us that fake occurs throughout the com-
ments, at times peaking in frequency and never actually fading
(if anything, the occurrences seem to get more frequent in the
newer messages). A selection of other words related to ‘fakeness’
also occur in the comments, such as copy, replica, knockoff, rip-off
and bootleg, although they are far less frequent than fake (with
altogether a couple of dozen hits). They are related with fake
through equivalence and thus join the ‘fakeness’ chain.
On the basis of the frequency information and the concordance
plot, it seems safe to suggest that the ‘fakeness’ chain creates unity
between the comments throughout the by now over-four-year
span of the online discussion. For an explanation as to why the idea
of ‘fakeness’ is so central, we can turn to the commenters them-
selves (5):(5) graham grasdal: That was probably a Chinese knockoff of
a real Nokia 3310 because we all know they are
indestructible.
Joseph H: Um. . ... . .did I miss something?Why are people
saying it’s fake when it...it just happened. xD Is it really
that hard to believe that something broke that?
Matthew Bolan: its a meme. in meme culture, nokia
phones are indestructible. All the fake comments are just
memesters memeingIn addition, knowyourmeme.com informs us that
Indestructible Nokia 3310 is the nickname given to Nokia’s 3000
series mobile phones and customer review parodies poking fun
at their durability and heavy weight. The joke typically mani-
fests itself in image macros, in which the Nokia phone is shown
to be an incredibly powerful or destructive force.
Indeed, a search for the ‘Nokia 3310 meme’ on the internet pro-
duces hundreds of images where the phone is presented as inde-
structible; see Appendix C for examples of these. The comments
about ‘fakeness’ directed towards the phone or the action in the
video should thus be interpreted with reference to a meme making
fun of the qualities of the phone, while comments mentioning the
indestructibility of the phone or the death of a meme directly ref-
erence the meme. In this way it creates cohesion in both a cross-
modal and intertextual manner.
Fig. 4 shows how cross-modal and intertextual cohesion is cre-
ated between the comments as well as between the comments and
the video through the meme. Starting from the left, the video itself
is audio-visual. Although the commentary does not mention the
meme, only that the phone is ‘‘tough”, it can be regarded as a ref-
erence to the meme: the video is especially interesting because it
shows the crushing of an allegedly indestructible object. In the
centre, the meme relies on text and image to convey the intended
message, and as Dancygier and Vandelanotte (2017) note, the com-
bination of text and often iconic images makes the memes them-
selves multimodal (see also Yus 2021). The undoubtedly iconic
images in the Nokia 3310 memes in Appendix C also make the
memes intertextual; knowledge about The Lord of the Rings and Star
Wars is required for a full interpretation (see Wiggins 2019: 34).
On the right-hand side of Fig. 4 are the text-based comments,
with the one in the middle in bold typeface, because ‘fakeness’ is
the most frequent theme. Comments referring to ‘fakeness’ and
those referring to the indestructible quality of the phone or the
death of the meme are related through their reference to the
meme. When the commenters refer to the indestructibility of
Nokia 3310, the death of the meme or the fakeness of either the
video or the phone seen in the video, the cohesive links formed
by these mentions are not merely items on the surface of the
The HPC video









Fig. 4. Cross-modal and intertextual cohesion between the video, the meme and the comments.
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multimodal and intertextual network of meaning-making.
The Nokia 3310 meme is not the only meme in this video and
discussion; a second one is mentioned in the bonus part of the
video, namely the ‘‘What does the fox say?” meme. Originally an
electronic dance song, The Fox became a meme, most often com-
bining an image, the question ‘‘What does the fox say?” and sug-
gestions for what it might be saying. The mention of the clay fox
in Vuohensilta’s commentary is a direct reference to the meme,
which many of the commenters recognise:(6) RiotDemon: What does the fox say? ‘‘EHHHugh”
Confuseh: ‘‘what does the fox say. . . under the press” -
*‘‘EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEHHHHHHH”* im ded
Jon Baxter: Crushing a nokia. . . what does the fox say. . .
the memes are off the charts. . .In example (6), RiotDemon and Confuseh first repeat the ques-
tion, as is done in the meme, with the repeated structure helping to
create cohesion (Berglund 2009). They then spell out the screech of
the clay fox (or Vuohensilta) in the video as suggestions for its
reaction, with Confuseh adding ‘‘im ded”. Jon Baxter takes the dis-
cussion to another level, commenting on the use of memes in the
video more generally. The comments referencing the two memes
produce a web of cross-modal cohesive links through the online
discussion, built on multimodality and a reliance on intertextual
knowledge.
Having considered the longest chain, we can now discuss the
other long chain in the comments. This chain is created by the
viewers’ replies to the text in the video prompting them to suggest
items for crushing. Accordingly, crush is at #14 in the word fre-
quency list with 660 hits, and ‘crush a’ tops the cluster frequency
list (Appendix A).(7) Sorrells: Smash a burger!
Karrut: Crush your hand.
Reptoid: crush a can of beans or some food like that
Ptolemaic Taweret: Crush a coconut please
Nick Breen: Yeah I think some sort of soft metal like brass
or copper would have good results, old brass ornaments.
You Tube: a soda can!!!ig. 5. Cohesion between suggestions for "stuff to crush", and between the video
nd the suggestions.The fact that viewers respond to a prompt by the sender creates
cross-modal cohesion in itself, but it is even clearer with the repe-8
tition of crush; also smash and press occur in the suggestions, which
reiterate crush with an equivalent item. The items suggested range
from the more concrete baseball and coconut to the more abstract
your hopes and dreams and Trump’s dreams of presidency. The last
two suggestions in example (7) are interesting: Nick Breen sug-
gests old brass ornaments and You Tube a soda can, but without
repeating the verb. Although Halliday and Hasan’s (1976) category
of ellipsis or substitution by zero is not included in our model, we
can use it to explain why the last two are related to the other sug-
gestions: the verb has been omitted because it is not an essential
element in question–answer (or prompt-response) sequences (cf.
Hoey 1991: 74; Tanskanen 2006: 53–54).
Fig. 5 illustrates how a soda can!!! and other suggestions like it
are cohesive with the other suggestions for items to crush even
when there is no explicit mention of a related verb. Altogether
the suggestions form both intranodal links within the comments,
and internodal and cross-modal links between the comments and
the video.
To conclude the discussion of chains, let us consider the differ-
ences between the two chains. The fake chain has more hits than
the crush chain, but more interesting than the numbers is how
the hits are situated in the string of comments. This is revealed
by the concordance plots in Appendix B. Compared to the plot
for fake, where the hits are quite evenly distributed throughout
the comments, the plot for crush shows a different pattern. There
are clearly more occurrences of crush towards the beginning of
the discussion (i.e. the plot is darker), and the occurrences seem
to fade as we come to the newer comments. Viewers thus seem
to keep commenting on the perceived fakeness of the video allF
a
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for crushing after the first third of the comments. At least two pos-
sible reasons appear likely: either the viewers recognise that the
YouTuber may not be actively following the commenting on older
videos, or the suggestions may already have been taken up and car-
ried out by the YouTuber in the newer videos.
5. Concluding remarks
Millions of users have viewed and several thousand have so far
posted comments on the HPC Nokia 3310 video in an online
interaction that has now lasted for over four years. The analysis
has shown how lexical cohesion helps maintain coherence over
shorter segments of the interaction (e.g. the spoken commentary
in the video), and, quite remarkably, throughout the entire lengthy
interaction in the comments with a long cohesive chain focusing on
a central theme, i.e. fakeness. The use of cohesive ties is extensive
within the video interaction and the comments as well as between
these levels of interaction. Cohesion in the comments is dense
regardless of the fact that only a minority of the comments form
sequences, i.e. are posted as replies to an initiating comment; most
comments have been posted as individual items (cf. Bou-Franch
et al. 2012; Liebschner 2021). The cohesive items form intranodal
connections within a level of interaction (in the video interaction
and in the comments), internodal connections between the
comments and the video, and extranodal ones with material else-
where on the internet, the latter two built on cross-modality and
intertextuality.
Of the two main categories of lexical cohesion, reiteration
clearly dominates the cohesive profile, while collocation is rare.
This finding is in line with previous research on YouTube cohesion
(Liebschner 2021; Schubert 2017). Comparisons with mailing list
discussions (Tanskanen 2006: 166) and blog comments
(Hoffmann 2012: 171–172) reveal interesting similarities and dif-
ferences. Reiteration is frequent in all these online contexts and
dominates the cohesive profiles. Collocation, on the other hand,
is clearly more frequent in mailing list discussions and blog com-
ments than in the material of the present study. If comparisons
are extended to offline contexts, the cohesive profile of the You-
Tube interaction bears resemblance to two-party conversations
in terms of reiteration and multi-party conversations in terms of
collocation (Tanskanen 2006: 166).
The analysis showed how even very short comments such as
Fake! or a soda can!!!, which may initially appear unrelated and
disconnected, are in fact cohesive both with other comments and
cross-modally with the video. Fake makes perfect sense as a mem-
ber of the long chain, building upon a cross-modal, multimodal and
intertextual relation with an internet meme, while a soda can takes
its place among other suggestions offered as a written response to
a written prompt shown in the video. The fragmentation of a You-
Tube interaction, brought about by the fact that a large number of
participants post relatively short comments on the video they have
viewed, is a feature on the surface only. The above and other
instances discussed in this paper show that a cross-modal,
multimodal and intertextual perspective is useful for a study of
YouTube cohesion, as cohesive ties exist between all the levels of
the interaction as well as with extranodal sources. Limiting the
study to the level of comments would have revealed only a partial
picture of the network of cohesive ties in the interaction. In terms
of cohesion, the video and the comment interaction are not
separate entities.
Although the present study focused on one video clip and the
comments section on one YouTube channel only, it adds to existing9
knowledge of cohesion on YouTube, with the analysis revealing a
tight web of cohesion within and across all the levels of the inter-
action. Future research could probe the use of cohesion in YouTube
interaction which is even more complex in its multimodality. For
instance, how cohesion functions across a video and an embedded
video, or in situations involving an even greater number of partic-
ipants producing the video or commenting on it would be interest-
ing themes for future studies, further adding to our understanding
of the role of cohesion in a context of complex multimodality and
fragmentation.
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Appendix A. The most frequent words (1) and two-word
clusters/N-grams (2) in the comments.














15 597 and(2)Rank Frequency Cluster1 389 crush a
2 363 hydraulic press
3 282 the press
4 257 it s
5 246 this is
6 195 the nokia
7 157 still works
8 152 a nokia
9 135 fake nokia
10 115 it still
11 113 a fake
12 108 the hydraulic
13 101 is fake
14 91 don t
15 91 press is
Sanna-Kaisa Tanskanen Discourse, Context & Media 44 (2021) 100548Appendix B:. AntConc concordance plots for fake (1) and crush (2). Each vertical line is a hit of the target word in the file (normalised
to the width of the bar).
(1) fake
(2) crushAppendix C. Three examples of the indestructible Nokia 3310 meme from KnowYourMeme (knowyourmeme.com).10
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